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Basically, there are three popular and famous types of Mexican visas such as FMT, FM2 and FM3.
Now we will briefly discuss the characteristics and important information of these Mexican visas.
The most important visa for immigration in Mexico is FMT visa. FMT visa is specially designed for
tourists. This special visa allow tourist to live in Mexico for almost 180 days. By without this visa, it
won't possible for person to enter Mexico. This is considered to be the most easiest and simple
Mexican visa to acquire along with certain restrictions. By getting this visa, person can live in Mexico
for almost 180 days. Secondly, important visa for immigration in Mexico is FM2 visa. This type of
visa normally takes 5 years in order to become the citizen of Mexico. By using this visa, person gets
permanent residency. Moreover, this type of Mexican visa is cheaper and easier to maintain as
compared to other Mexican visas. By using this visa, person can enjoy all the privileges as well as
rights as Mexican citizen.

Last important and popular type of visa for immigration in Mexico is FM3. For applying this type of
visa, person should open his/her bank account. The process for getting FM3 visa is very
complicated as compared to getting any other type of visa. For getting this type of visa, person
should show his/her proof of income. If person is thinking for immigration in Mexico then person
should consider that which type of visa is right and best for him/her. If person wants to live in Mexico
on temporary basis then FMT visa is considered to be the best choice. On the other hand, if person
wants to live in Mexico for permanent basis then person should apply for FM3 visa. Every type of
Mexican visa has its own importance and requirements. So person should be very careful before
making decision for immigration in Mexico. Because every type of Mexican visa has its own
requirements and legal conditions.

Finally, we can say that these are considered to be popular and famous visas for immigration in
Mexico. If person wants to live in Mexico then person should collect important information related to
Mexican visas. Before applying for any type of visa, person should collect important and significant
information related to FMT visa, FM2 visa and FM3 visa. Hence, we can say that by conducting
complete and full research person can easily choose any type of Mexican visa for would be able to
live in beautiful and affordable city i-e Mexico.
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